
 

AI can replicate human creativity in two key
ways—but falls apart when asked to produce
something truly new

June 1 2023, by Chloe Preece and Hafize Çelik

  
 

  

The ‘Portrait of Edmond de Bellamy’ was produced by a generative adversarial
network that was fed a data set of 15,000 portraits spanning six centuries. Credit:
Christies/Picril, public domain
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Is computational creativity possible? The recent hype around generative
artificial intelligence (AI) tools such as ChatGPT, Midjourney, Dall-E
and many others, raises new questions about whether creativity is a
uniquely human skill. Some recent and remarkable milestones of
generative AI foster this question:

An AI artwork, The Portrait of Edmond de Belamy, sold for
$432,500, nearly 45 times its high estimate, by the auction house
Christie's in 2018. The artwork was created by a generative
adversarial network that was fed a data set of 15,000 portraits
covering six centuries.
Music producers such as Grammy-nominee Alex Da Kid, have
collaborated with AI (in this case IBM's Watson) to churn out
hits and inform their creative process.

In the cases above, a human is still at the helm, curating the AI's output
according to their own vision and thereby retaining the authorship of the
piece. Yet, AI image generator Dall-E, for example, can produce novel
output on any theme you wish within seconds. Through diffusion,
whereby huge datasets are scraped together to train the AI, generative AI
tools can now transpose written phrases into novel pictures or improvise
music in the style of any composer, devising new content that resembles
the training data but isn't identical. Authorship in this case is perhaps
more complex. Is it the algorithm? The thousands of artists whose work
has been scraped to produce the image? The prompter who successfully
describes the style, reference, subject matter, lighting, point of view and
even emotion evoked? To answer these questions, we must return to an
age-old question.

What is creativity?

According to Margaret Boden, there are three types of creativity:
combinational, exploratory, and transformational creativity.
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https://www.christies.com/features/A-collaboration-between-two-artists-one-human-one-a-machine-9332-1.aspx
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2017/01/30/grammy-nominee-alex-da-kid-creates-hit-record-using-machine-learning/?sh=e573c462cf9a
https://techxplore.com/tags/creative+process/
https://techxplore.com/tags/training+data/
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0004-3702(98)00055-1
https://techxplore.com/tags/creativity/


 

Combinational creativity combines familiar ideas together. Exploratory
creativity generates new ideas by exploring 'structured conceptual
spaces,' that is, tweaking an accepted style of thinking by exploring its
contents, boundaries and potential. Both of these types of creativity are
not a million miles from generative AI's algorithmic production of art;
creating novel works in the same style as millions of others in the
training data, a 'synthetic creativity.' Transformational creativity,
however, means generating ideas beyond existing structures and styles to
create something entirely original; this is at the heart of current debates
around AI in terms of fair use and copyright—very much unchartered
legal waters, so we will have to wait and see what the courts decide.

The key characteristic of AI's creative processes is that the current
computational creativity is systematic, not impulsive, as its human
counterpart can often be. It is programmed to process information in a
certain way to achieve particular results predictably, albeit in often
unexpected ways. In fact, this is perhaps the most significant difference
between artists and AI: while artists are self- and product-driven, AI is
very much consumer-centric and market-driven—we only get the art we
ask for, which is not perhaps, what we need.

So far, generative AI seems to work best with human partners and,
perhaps then, the synthetic creativity of the AI is a catalyst to push our
human creativity, augmenting human creativity rather than producing it.
As is often the case, the hype around these tools as disruptive forces
outstrips the reality. In fact, art history shows us that technology has
rarely directly displaced humans from work they wanted to do. Think of
the camera, for example, which was feared due to its power to put
portrait painters out of business. What are the business implications for
the use of synthetic creativity by AI, then?

Synthetic art for business
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https://doi.org/10.1080/0267257X.2014.997272


 

Synthetic creativity on demand, as currently generated by AI, is certainly
a boon to business and marketing. Recent examples include:

AI-enhanced advertising: Ogilvy Paris used Dall-E to create an
AI version of Vermeer's The Milkmaid for Nestle yoghurts.

AI-designed furniture: Kartell, Philippe Starck and Autodesk
collaborated with AI to create the first chair designed using AI
for sustainable manufacturing.

AI-augmented fashion styling: Stitch Fix utilised AI to capture
personalised visualisations of clothing based on requested
customer preferences such as colour, fabric and style.

The potential use scenarios are endless and what they require is another
form of creativity: curation. AI has been known to 'hallucinate'—an
industry term for spewing nonsense—and the decidedly human skill
required is in sense-making, that is expressing concepts, ideas and truths,
rather than just something that is pleasing to the senses. Curation] is
therefore needed to select and frame, or reframe, a unified and
compelling vision.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/it-s-so-pleasurable-to-take-the-time
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/it-s-so-pleasurable-to-take-the-time
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/it-s-so-pleasurable-to-take-the-time
https://www.adsoftheworld.com/campaigns/it-s-so-pleasurable-to-take-the-time
https://thenextweb.com/news/ai-rejects-conservative-human-views-on-furniture-designs-wacky-chair
https://thenextweb.com/news/ai-rejects-conservative-human-views-on-furniture-designs-wacky-chair
https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/09/businesses-including-stitch-fix-are-already-experimenting-with-dall-e-2/
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